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Relax and unwind with 50 single-sided pattern coloring pages and your favorite pens or pencils.

Designs range from moderate to more intricate detail and will provide many hours of coloring

enjoyment.
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This is a very fun pattern book that is a bit different than other I have. The patterns are not all typical

patterns, some have a mechanical feel to them, others are just "different" which I find very fun to do

as they are not cookie cutter patterns. There are also mandala type patterns mixed within the book

as well. They also have a strange beautiful life of their own which I find enjoyable. I just bought book

1 and her newest book 3 as well. I I recommend this pattern book to anyone looking for something

that has a mix of regular patterns and some that are a bit different.

Absolutely love all of Lori Greenberg's books. She has these three pattern books and four Mandala

books and they are all awesome!!! I have bought them all. It's just so much fun coming up with a

color palette and then picking which design to color. I only color with glitter gel pens and these are

perfect books for them.

I really enjoyed this coloring book. The patterns are a really nice mix of intricately detailed and a few



that aren't as detailed. I was a bit concerned when I felt the paper the book is printed on, it's a bit

thin, but I had no issues with it with my Staedtler markers and the tooth of the paper is excellent for

colored pencils. Even my super cheapo brand of pencils had no trouble laying down a nice layer of

color on the paper. Like most coloring books, this book isn't going to be great for alcohol or solvent

based markers, they will definitely bleed through so my recommendation is to put some printer

paper under the page you're coloring to make sure you don't have bleed through that goes onto

your next image. I am attaching an image of my colored pencil coloring from the book and when I

finish my next image in water-based marker, I'll upload that as well. If patterns are your jam, you'll

really enjoy this book!

Sharpen those colored pencils! Lori has created another fabulous book for those of us who like to

color as a way to relax, meditate, and de-stress. There are 50 delightful patterns to color in here,

enough to keep you coloring for days or weeks. I was delighted to see a mix of both Lori's signature

intricate style of design as well as a handful of more "traditional" mandala-style designs. So much

fun!The detailed patterns give you plenty of opportunity to experiment with color. I had a blast

working in monochromatic color schemes with some of the more repetitive coloring pages, and the

mandala-style pages were a wonderful way to chill out and relax my brain. I had a hard time

choosing which pattern to start with first, but once I got started, it was hard to stop.I love how the

patterns are printed on just one side so that you can cut the page out of the book and frame it or slip

it into a blank binder or do something else creative with it. The paper was a bit thin for use with

markers, but it was ideal for my favorite Prismacolor colored pencils and my son's crayons.I'm really

looking forward to seeing what else Lori comes up with for her next books of coloring patterns!

These are soothing, relaxing patterns that are perfect to help you unwind at the end of the day.

I started coloring the parts that are jewel tones but then something caught my eye. See the other

sections that are flesh tone, blue & red? Yeah, I know the colors I used don't go with the other

section but this is all just a fun practice, right? Well, looking at it quickly it reminded me of a trio of

synchronized swimmers. See the peach faces, red uplifted arms, blue pool? Couldn't help myself. I

know it sounds silly but I just got a kick out of it. I wish I had seen those first cause I'd have

continued in that colorway for the rest. Wish I had a blank copy to redo it. Still had fun & isn't that

what coloring's all about?

Lori's books are, indeed, relaxing. It's great to set aside some time and just color. Working with the



patterns is enjoyable because of the repetition of shape and color that work together for an ultimate

finished, colorful design. You pick a shape and color that same shape through the pattern, when

done, pick the next color and shape. It's enough thought process to keep you occupied and yet

easily able to listen to music, binge watch a tv series, listen to a book on tape, or just relax in the

quiet. The mandalas in the book are my favorites, they make me think of kaleidoscopes. Another

great coloring book by Lori Greenberg.

This is a great coloring book for adults! This book is what I would consider intermediate to advanced

because a lot of the designs have very intricate and small spaces to color. The pages are what I'd

call medium thick. Gel pens do not go through the pages but I figure markers would. The designer of

these books is very talented and I truly love all their work.

This coloring book is different from any I have had and I love it!The patterns are clear, crisp and as

usual with Lori's books, I never have any issues with bleed through if I use gel or markers.It will

keep me busy and relaxed for days to come!I enjoy complex patterns because the ideas are

endless
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